BRINKMANN Spyder turntable w 1x modular arm board - accepts up to 4
tonearms
BR 22 TT SPY

NZ$22,995.00 ea (incl. GST)
Brinkmann Audio’s Spyder is a radical new turntable that sets a
benchmark for versatility in modern analog while upholding the
company’s commitment to extreme precision and performance.
This daring new design from Brinkmann’s founder and chief
designer, Helmut Brinkmann, accommodates up to four 9”-?12”
tonearms and allows maximum flexibility of placement
regardless of how many ‘arms are installed.
The Spyder shares many tried-?and-?true construction techniques and components with Brinkmann’s direct-?drive Bardo and
flagship Balance turntables. It’s a belt-? drive that employs the Balance’s advanced Sinus motor, and while it ships with the
large solid-?state power supply used in the Balance, substantial sonic improvements in every area of performance are
achieved with Brinkmann’s optional RöNt II vacuum-?tube power supply.
The Spyder employs the Brinkmann-?designed zero-? maintenance hydrostatic bearing used in all Brinkmann ‘tables. The
constructions materials are mostly anodized aluminum for fast transmission of harmful vibrational energy. The 22-?lb.
alloy/crystal-?glass platter ensures speed stability and wide dynamics through the most complex musical passages.
The Spyder offers the precision, wide dynamics and emotional involvement Brinkmann ‘tables are renowned for in the most
versatile turntable design available today.
The Spyder sounds amazing and is a powerhouse demo tool since it can be configured with up to FOUR 9" - 12" tonearms.
For analog-focused retailers the Spyder offers invaluable flexibility for demonstrating different tonearm and cartridge
combinations, mono and stereo cartridges, and more. Direct Drive
The Spyder’s body is comprised of the main bearing/spindle assembly; a heavy collar surrounds the bearing housing with
symmetrically placed drillings that allow coupling of as many as four tonearm “legs” to the Spyder’s body. These legs connect
Brinkmann Quick Release tonearm bases to the bearing body and act as a very Brinkmann-like minimal plinth.
The ‘arm bases can be precision-drilled for virtually any modern 9” – 12” tonearm, and are designed for precise, physically
rigid quick release, making arm/cartridge alignment and switching or moving arms a “plug and play” operation.
1) There is one tonearm board with the Spyder, ready to accept any kind of tonearm. When going along with the Spyder, we
don’t make a price difference between regular and extended. - No tonearm included.
2) regular arm board accepts tonearms from 9” to 10.5”
3) extended accepts tonearms from 10.5” to 12”

You can add extra arm boards at any time to mount more tonearms. The system to mount them is very simple and quick with 2 screws and anybody is capable of adding extra arm boards.
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Brinkmann's direct-drive Bardo and flagship Balance turntables. It's a belt-drive that employs the Balance's advanced Sinus
motor, and while it ships with the large solid-state power supply used in the Balance, substantial sonic improvements in every
area of performance are achieved with Brinkmann’s optional RöNt II vacuum-tube power supply. The Spyder employs the
Brinkmann-designed zero-maintenance hydrostatic bearing used in all Brinkmann 'tables. The constructions materials are
mostly anodised aluminium for fast transmission of harmful vibrational energy. The 22-lb. alloy/crystal-glass platter ensures
speed stability and wide dynamics through the most complex musical passages.
The Spyder’s versatility in tonearm quantity is a natural companion to Brinkmann Audio’s Edison phono stage, a tube-hybrid
design that features the convenience of three separate phono inputs and a host of modern features to go along with its
exceptionally refined sonics.
The Spyder offers the precision, wide dynamics and emotional involvement Brinkmann ‘tables are renowned for in the most
versatile turntable design available today.
About Brinkmann Audio:
Behind Brinkmann Audio the company stands Helmut Brinkmann, the company’s Founder and Chief Designer. Helmut's
brother was a musician, and Helmut's 35-year journey in audio engineering started in those early years, modifying and fixing
the amps and electronics his brother used playing Germany's clubs and discos. Brinkmann Audio began in 1985, and the
company represents Helmut’s never-ending search for the “perfect illusion” that is truly magical music playback. Brinkmann’s
designs are not “cost-optimized,” aimed instead at pursuing the best performance with the most meticulous precision. Because
every single part, large or small, influences a component’s sound, even the tiniest screws are examined and only the
best-sounding parts are used throughout Brinkmann’s products. Brinkmann Audio is based in Germany.

Features
SPYDER Attributes and Technical Specifications :

Drive Mechanism: Belt drive using Sinus 4 -Phase, 12-Pole motor

Power Supply: External solid-state power supply, (optional RöNt II vacuum-tube power supply is also available)

Bearing: Hydrostatic zero-maintenance bearing

Platter: Resonance optimized anodised aluminium alloy; crystal-glass platter mat / clamp

Chassis: Resonance optimized anodised aluminium alloy; flexible, mounted jigs for 1 to 4 tonearm bases, specially shaped for resonance cancelling

Tonearm Base: Quick Release, rigid play-free base rotates for simple and precise tonearm adjustment. Accepts all tonearms between 9” and 12" effective length, as well as several linear tracking tonearms

1) There is one tonearm board with the Spyder, ready to accept any kind of tonearm. When going along with the Spyder, we don’t make a price difference between regular and extended. - No tonearm included.

2) regular arm board accepts tonearms from 9” to 10.5”

3) extended accepts tonearms from 10.5” to 12”

You can add extra arm boards at any time to mount more tonearms. The system to mount them is very simple and quick with 2 screws and anybody is capable of adding extra arm boards.

The power supply is included, it’s the big Balance type power supply.

Connectors: RCA, XLR or feed-through for tonearms with 5-pin DIN connectors

Speed: 33 1/3 and 45 RPM, selectable by a switch; LED indicator for speed (33 1/3 = green, 45 = red)

Deviation from nominal speed: 0.0% (adjustable)

Fine adjustment of speed: ± 10% with trim pot

Wow & Flutter: 0.07% linear, 0.035% weighted DIN 45507

Speed-Up Time: 6-8 seconds (33 1/3 / 45 RPM)

Rumble (Noise): -66 dB (test record DIN 45544); -70 dB (measuring adapter)
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Weight: Total 20,7 kg (Bearing w/ 1 jig and tonearm 4,9 kg, Platter 9,8 kg); Power Supply 3,2 kg; Motor 2,8 kg

Link
http://www.audioreference.co.nz/product/brinkmann-spyder-turntable-w-1x-modular-arm-board-accepts-4-tonearms
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